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PROGRAM OUTCOME (PO's)
Students acquire strong subject expertise in various areas such as Marketing
Finance and Human Resowce Management.

To familiarize the students with the fundamentals of capital market and

money market perspectives and their impact on the society and volatile
finance environment to enable them to take better financial decisions.

Develop advanced theoretical knowledge and research capabilities in their
preparation for Academic and research related career opportunities.

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOME (PSO's)
o Prepare financial statements of business organizations using accounting

principles.

o Discuss the various provisions relating to Direct tax and Indirect tax.
o Analyze the concepts of Marketing, Costing, Business ethics,

Consumerism and MSMEs (Mioo Small and Medium Enterprises).

o Develop the competency in students to pursue higher level programmers

in commerce and management.
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COURSE OUTCOME

) Complex marketing issues and problems using relevant theories, concepts
and methods with regard to ethical conduct.

) Apply contemporary marketing theories to the demands of business and
management practice.

} Fjnd and generale information/data needed to inform problem solving in
marketing using appropriate methodology.

) Analyze information/data critica[y and new knowledge and commrnicate
that knowledge via engaging written and oral formats.

CORE iI - ACCOUNTING FOR MANAGERIAT DECISION -L7PCJ;O?
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S'EI}ITSTER. I
CORE I . MARKETING MANAGEMENT. 17PCZO1

t. Evaluate the reporting of managerial accounting information in terms of
ethical considerations, and identi! the importance ofethical standards in a
market economy.

z Apply various techniques for analyzing mixed costs into variable vs. fixed
components, and use the results to predict costs at forecasted levels of
activity.

:. Analyze accounting data by application of cost-volume-profit conc€pts.
+. Apply the concept of flexible budgeting and demonstrate why it may be

more appropriate than a static budget for measuring a manager's
perfonnance.

1. Explains the role of hnancial management in business firms and the

essentials ofcorporate finance. They are able to relate the concept and

mechanics of the time value ofmoney, capital budgeting techniques, and the

theory of capital structure to assess a firm's leverage and the cost of capital.

2. Critically evaluate the financial objectives of varicus t)?es of
organizations" and therequirements of stakeholders

3. Explain alternative sources of finance and invesfrnent opportunities and their
suitabilityin particular circumstances

4. Analyze the complexities associated with management of cost of funds in



ELE TTVE PAPER I . ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR -
L7prczDol

t. Explain the concept oforganizational behavior and classifies the
behavior of people in theorganization.

2. Demonstrate the applicability of analyzing the complexities associated
with management ofindividual behavior in the organization.

t. Analyze the complexities associated with management of the group
behavior in theorganization.

+. Describe w'hy conflict resolution, crucial conl'ersations and other
communication is necessarlto study in organizations.

5. Discuss change management as it functions in organizational behavioq
various ways ofchange have succeeded and failed in contemporary
issues in organizations.
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SEMESirER. II
ADVANCED COSf, ACCOIINTING

l.Recognize the basic concepts and processes used to determine product costs,
able to interpret cost accounting statements.
2. Analyze and evaluate information for cost ascertainment, planning, conhol
anddecision making.
3. Prepare Cost Sheet, Tender and Quotations. Various aspects ofmaterial cost
controland Analyze inventory contol methods.
4. Calculate Labour, Contract, Process Costing &lnterpret the cost accounting
records

CORE VI - NTVESIMENT ANALYSIS AITD PIORTFIOLIO
MANAGEMETTT 17PCZO6

LTo provide a theoretical and practical backgroundin the field ofinvestments.
2. Designing and managing the bond as rvell asequify portfolios in the real word.
3.Valuing equity and debt instnrments.
4. Measuring the portfolio perforrnances.

Electlve-Il PAPER I - FINANCIAL MARKEf,S AND
INsIITUTIONS - ITPCZEOS

l. List the role and function of the financial system with reference to the macro

economy.
2. Demonstrate an awareness of the current structure and regulation of the Indian
financialservices sector.
3. Evaluate and create strategies to promote financial products and services.
4. Summaries the various speculators and describe the speculative activities.
5. Students can describe the different components ofa financial system and their
role andthe trading mechanism in the stock market
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SEMESTER III
CORE IX - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY- I7PCZff}

I . Identifu and discuss the role and importance of research in the social
sciences.

2. Identify and discuss the issues and concepts salient to the research process.

3. Identify and discuss the complex issues inherent in selecting a research
problem, selecting an appropriate research desigr, and implementing a

research project.

4. Identify and discuss the concepts and procedures ofsampling. data collection,
analysis and reporting

CORE X . ADVANCED CORPORATE ACCOUNTING - I7PCZfrg
l. Construct the financial statements of company within the frame work of lnd

AS
2. Develop a process for redemption of heference shares
3. Construct the Restructuring of capital slructure in the fmancial statsment of

Joint stock company ltd.
4. Calibrate ttre procedure involved in Amalgamation of companies
5. Calibrate the procedure involved in Absorption of companies
6. Explain the implication ofunethical accounting practices on the society

CORE XII - INCOME TAX AND TAX PLANNING - ITPCZIO
l. To develop the understanding of the concept of human resource

management and tounderstand its relevance in organizations.
2. To develop necessary skill set for application ofvarious HR issues.

3. To analyze the strategic issues and sfrategies required to select and

develop manpower resources.

4. To integrate the knowledge of HR concepts to take correct business

decisions.

ELECTIVE PAPER I- RETAIL MARI(ETTING _I7PCZEO6

1. Understand the functions of retail business and various retail formats and

retail channels.
1. Understand the difference between Retail and Manufacturing Supply Chain

2. Understand, key drivers of retail supply chain and how to select a retail store

location
3. AnalyzeRetail Market and Financial Strategy including product pricing'

4. Integrate the various Supply Chain partners and how to collaborate with
them
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SEMESTER IV

CORE XIII- INDIRECT TAXES .I1PCZIZ
1. Acquire conceptual knowledge of Indirect Tax.
2. Student will able to Compute the assessable value of transactions related to

goods and services for levy and determination oftax liability.
3. Studed will able to ldentifu and analyze the procedural aspects uuder

different applicable statutes related to indirect taxation
4. Understand the provisions of GST Describe the role of Indirect Tax in

Growth of Indian Count
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